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UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

Ph.D., 1996, Computational Condensed Matter Physics, University of Roorkee, Roorkee (INDIA).
M.Sc., First Division, 1991, Physics (Solid State Physics), University of Roorkee, Roorkee (INDIA).
B.Sc., First Division, 1989, Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, H.P. University, Shimla (INDIA).

WORK EXPERIENCE

Teaching Experience
• Associate Professor, IIT Mandi, Mandi, HP, India (Dec 28, 2011, onwards)

• Associate Professor, LNMIIT, Jaipur, India (Feb 2009 till Dec 20, 2011)

• Assistant Professor, LNMIIT, Jaipur, India (Dec 2005 to Jan 2009)

• Temporary Lecturer in Physics, UNL, Lincoln, USA (June 2002 – Dec 2002)

• Guest Faculty in Physics, MNIT, Jaipur, India (Aug 1998 – Dec 2001)

Research Experience
• Post Doctoral Research Associate, UMC, Columbia, MO, USA (Feb 2005 – Oct 2005).

• Guest Scientist, IFW Dresden, Germany (Feb 2004 – Dec 2004).

• Post Doctoral Research Associate, UNL, Lincoln, NE, USA (Aug 2002 – Dec 2003).

• Research Associate, University of Rajasthan, Jaipur, India (April 1998 – Aug. 1999).

• Research Associate, MNIT, Jaipur, India, (Oct. 1996 – Sept. 1997).

PROJECTS/AWARDS

Present:
• Simons Associate Award of ICTP, Trieste, Italy starting from Jan 1, 2015

• IIT Mandi Foundation day Award for International Recognition, 2014

• IIT Mandi Foundation day Award for Service to the Institute, 2013

• Ab initio search of magnetoelectric materials, funded by Nano-Mission division DST
(2015-2018)

• Center for Innovative Technologies for Himalayan Region, funded by DST (2015-2017)



• Eco-friendly use of hazardous dry pine needles, funded by DST (2015-2017)

Past:
• CSIR- RA (Direct Award)

• Research project entitled "Advanced computational studies of dynamic phenomena in
magnetic nano-materials" under "2008 India- European commission coordinated (joint) call
for proposal in Computational Material Science” program. Collaborating institutes with in
India are: SN Bose Institute, Kolkata, Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Indian Institute
of Sciences Bangalore and IIT Mandi, Mandi. The Collaborating partners from Europe are:
Univ. of Exeter in UK, Univ. of Southampton, UK, Univ. of Ferrara, Italy and AMU, Poland.
The starting date of the project is June 1, 2009. The project was for three years but extended
till March, 2013.

• Research project entitled "Computational engineering of nano materials" under Nano
Mission scheme of Department of Science & Technology, Government of India. The project
started on Sept 1, 2009. The project was for three years but it was extended till Feb 2013.

• The research project entitled "Structured Programming through e-Learning" was
sanctioned under International Higher Education Programme of British Council. The partner
institutes are IIT Mandi, IIT Madras and University of Southampton, UK. The starting date of
the project is Sept 1, 2012.

• The collaborative project "India-UK Advanced Technology Centre (IU-ATC)" was
sanctioned to a consortium of Institutes in India and UK. IIT Mandi is one partner in this
consortium. Starting date of the project is Aug 1, 2012.

My role in all these projects: Principal Investigator

BOOKS/CHAPTER

Spin Polarised Electronic Structure
A.Kashyap, R.F. Sabirianov and S.S.Jaswal
In book entitled “Advanced Nanostructure” Edited by David Sellmyer & R. Skomski
Published by Springer 2006.
Advanced first-principle computational modeling
R. Skomski, A. Enders, and A. Kashyap
Magnetics Technology International 2013, UKIP Media & Events, p. 52-55
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• Imran Ahamed, Kanchan Ulman, Nicola Seriani, Ralph Gebauer, and Arti Kashyap,
“Magnetoelectric ϵ-Fe2O3: DFT study of a potential candidate for electrode material in
photoelectrochemical cells”, The Journal of Chemical Physics 148, 214707 (2018)

• Imran Ahamed, Rohit Pathak, Ralph Skomski, Arti Kashyap, "Magnetocrystalline anisotropy of
ϵ-Fe2O3", AIP Advances, 8 (2018) 055815

• Rohit Pathak, Imran Ahamed, W. Zhang, S. Valloppilly, D.J. Sellmyer, R. Skomski, Arti
Kashyap, "Half-Metallic Magnetism in Ti3Co5-xFexB2", AIP Advances, 7 (2017) 055713

• Renu Choudhary, Ralph Skomski, and Arti Kashyap,
"Electric field-controlled interface exchange coupling in cobalt-chromia bilayer film”, IEEE
Trans. Mag, vol. 53, pp. 7002104, (2017).

• Renu Choudhary, Ralph Skomski, and Arti Kashyap, "Electric-field control of magnetism in
graphene on chromia", J. Mag. Mag. Mater., vol. 443, pp. 4-3, (2017).



• Renu Choudhary, Takashi Komesu, Pankaj Kumar, Priyanka Manchanda, Kazuaki Taguchi,
Taichi Okuda, Koji Miyamaoto, Peter A. Dowben, Ralph Skomski and Arti Kashyap, “Exchange
coupling and spin structure in cobalt-on-chromia thin films”, EPL (Europhysics Letters), Vol.
115, no. 1 (2016)

• Renu Choudhary, Pankaj Kumar, Priyanka Manchanda, David J. Sellmyer, Peter A. Dowben, Arti
Kashyap, and Ralph Skomski, “Interface-induced spin polarization in graphene on chromia”,
IEEE Magnetic Letters Vol 7, pp. 1-4, (2016).

• Renu Choudhary, Ralph Skomski and Arti Kashyap, “Magnetism in Cr2O3 thin film: an ab-initio
study”, IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, 51, 2300703, (2015)

RECENT WORK WITH IMAGES

1. Magnetoelectric ε-Fe2O3: DFT study of a potential candidate for electrode material
in photoelectrochemical cells

ABSTRACT: The metastable iron oxide ϵ-Fe2O3 is rare but known for its magnetoelectric properties. While
the more common alpha phase has been recognized for a long time as a suitable material for
photoelectrochemical cells, its use is limited because of the electron-hole recombination problem when
exposed to light. The indirect bandgap of the epsilon phase with its spontaneous polarization may offer a
better potential for the application in photoelectrochemistry. Here, we report a detailed study of the electronic
and structural features of the epsilon phase of iron oxide, its stability in thin films, and possible water
dissociation reactions. Our studies are performed using density functional theory with a Hubbard-U
correction. We observe that the stable ϵ-Fe2O3 surfaces favor the dissociation of water. The average
difference in the energies of the states when water is adsorbed and when it is dissociated is roughly found to
be −0.40 eV. Our results compare with the available experimental results where the epsilon phase is reported
to be more efficient for the release of hydrogen from renewable oxygenates when exposed to sunlight.
doi.org/10.1063/1.5025779

2. Magnetocrystalline anisotropy of ε-Fe2O3

ABSTRACT: The epsilon Fe2O3 phase of iron oxide has been studied to understand the spin structure and the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the bulk and in thin films of ε-Fe2O3 and Co-doped ε-Fe2O3. The preferential
magnetization direction in the nanoparticles of ε-Fe2O3 is along the a-axis [M. Gich et al., Chem. Mater. 18,



3889 (2006)]. Compared to the bulk band gap of 1.9 eV, the thin-film band gap is reduced to 1.3 eV in the
Co-free films and to 0.7 eV in the film with partial Co substitution. The easy magnetization direction of the
bulk and Co-free ε-Fe2O3 is along the c-axis, but it switches to the a-axis on Co substitution. All three systems
exhibit in-plane anisotropies associated with the orthorhombic crystal structure of the oxide.
doi.org/10.1063/1.5007659

3. Half-Metallic Magnetism in Ti3Co5-xFexB2

ABSTRACT: Bulk alloys and thin films of Fe-substituted Ti3Co5B2 have been investigated by first-principle
density-functional calculations. The series, which is of interest in the context of alnico magnetism and spin
electronics, has been experimentally realized in nanostructures but not in the bulk. Our bulk calculations
predict paramagnetism for Ti3Co5B2, Ti3Co4FeB2 and Ti3CoFe4B2, whereas Ti3Fe5B2 is predicted to be
ferromagnetic. The thin films are all ferromagnetic, indicating that moment formation may be facilitated at
nanostructural grain boundaries. One member of the thin-film series, namely Ti3CoFe4B2, is half-metallic and
exhibits perpendicular easy-axis magnetic anisotropy. The half-metallicity reflects the hybridization of the Ti,
Fe and Co 3d orbitals, which causes a band gap in minority spin channel, and the limited equilibrium
solubility of Fe in bulk Ti3Co5B2 may be linked to the emerging half-metallicity due to Fe substitution.
doi.org/10.1063/1.4976302

4. Electric-field-controlled interface exchange coupling in cobalt-chromia bilayer film

ABSTRACT: First-principle calculations are used to determine the interface exchange coupling in cobalt-
chromia thin films as a function of the electric field. Both bilayer Co/Cr2O3 and trilayer Co/Pt/Cr2O3 are
investigated. The sign and magnitude of the interface exchange depend on the thickness of the cobalt layer,
and oscillatory sign changes of the interface exchange are found in the trilayer system. The electric field
dependence of the exchange may be exploited in voltage-controlled spin-electronics application.
10.1109/TMAG.2017.2730178



5. Electric-field control of magnetism in graphene on chromia

ABSTRACT: First-principle calculations are used to investigate how an external electric field controls the
spin polarization in graphene on chromia, a system of interest in the area of spin field-effect transistors. Both
free-standing chromia thin films and graphene-bilayers are considered. The effect of the electric field depends
on the thickness of the chromia and ranges from moderately strong and linear effects to very strong nonlinear
magnetoelectricity. The graphene modifies and generally enhances the nonlinear magnetoelectric effect. We
also find that the external electric field drastically changes the energy-dependent spin polarization in the
graphene layers, which is predicted to reach values of up to about 80%.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmmm.2017.07.040


